
PREFAB SPROUT NEWSLETTER #8

9/27/96

Moderator - Ryan Bassler -> bassler@i1.net

*****************************************************************************

Lots of good stuff in this issue, including new album info courtesy Tom

Crimmins and an article from John Birch's old fanzine Rollmo!.  Welcome 

to all new subscribers...be sure to fill out the mini-questionnaire at 

the end of this newsletter.  Finally, I still need to set up with one of the

proprietors of one of the Prefab web pages to set up an archive of old 

E-mail Newsletters.  Good, I kept it short and sweet...here goes.

Ed Note - I lost some of your e-mail/'net signatures when editing this

issue, so I apologize if it was yours that was lost.  I'll try to keep 'em

in next time.

*****************************************************************************

From: TOM_CRIMMINS@yr.com

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout Newsletter Info

          

          Ryan -

          

          Just spoke to the folks at Kitchenware this morning and the 

          latest news I heard is that the Sprouts are finishing up 

          recording and will need the rest of the year to mix.  They are 

          anticipating a Spring release of "Andromeda Heights."  I asked if 

          it would be a double album (you know, to make up for the long 

          wait), but apparently it will only be a single album (let's hope 

          for 18-20 songs though!).

          

          Also, I was told that Paddy had penned a song called "Gunman" 

          that Cher recorded on her most recent album.  I think I remember 

          reading this somewhere, but it just seems so strange that Paddy 

          would ever write a song for Cher of all people.

          

          Lastly, I asked when the next "Talking Scarlet" would appear and 

          the answer is sometime soon.  There has not been an isue for 

          awhile because they kept waiting to see what was happening with 

          the new album.

          

          So a couple of things to look forward to, I guess:  the next 

          newsletter and "Andromeda Heights" in '97.

          

          Keep the faith.

          

          Tom C.

****************************************************************************
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THE PREFAB PRODUCT

There's something about the "Product" and the way that it does not necessarily

conform to the contemporary formulae of today that makes Prefab Sprout stand

out in the "Hype-sells all" (well, almost all) music scene of today.  It is 

accepted, however, that this "standing out" seems to be keeping the band from

any real chart success, for obvious reasons.  To CBS (or today, Sony), Prefab

Sprout are "Product" and they will aim to promote that Product to the largest

market sector or to as many sectors as possible and will, without resistance,

happily drive down that one-way-street.  Fortunately, Mr. McAloon and 

Kitchenware have a bit more pride in their work but, nevertheless, CBS hold the

purse-strings.  The Sprouts go for a stylish "wrapping" as opposed to the 

"hard sell" approach.  A compromise is made, forcing "hype" somewhat into 

a back seat. This is one of the benefits of working under the Kitchenware

label. But does that compromise work?  Do either degraded photo-imagery or 

softly tinted high exposed pictures do much for the band in terms of 

"Packaging" and "Promotion"? Here I relate to the "Jordan" and "Langley" 

album sleeves, respectively.  I'm comparing against the excellent tinted 

photograph on the sleeve of "Steve McQueen" (or "Two Wheels Good" in the USA),

which was actually taken by the photographer's assistant. How about 

"Hot dog, jumping frog..." - the video was simple and it worked! These seemed

to work well for the band.  OK, so Nick Knight and The Douglas Brothers are

well-known for their colourful, imaginative palettes and they did come up with

some impressive effects but the question is "Were they the right images for

Prefab Sprout?"  Yes, I'm sure that both the band and Kitchenware had their say 

and that they consider those images as "Sproutworthy" (it would be interesting

to know the views of the band as to what exactly is generally considered as 

the right image for the band) but can we be sure that they're marketed 

right? Now I sound like CBS! As a fan I want the band to succeed and 

excel, of course, but is commerciality a prerequisite?

Thomas Dolby summarised:

"Paddy's in touch with the aspect that's been largely missing from pop

music in the last ten or fifteen years. It's that part that doesn't have to do

with moving product and selling your image, the part that has do with real risk

and adventure."

I suppose everything comes down to Paddy's opinion that one day he will write

the biggest hit of all time and that the success of the "big one" will not 

come from changing the band's embarrassing name, nor by slotting into the

latest teenage fashion or sound, but by being original, humble, honest and 

human in his work.  Paddy's outlook that admiring from a distance can be 

better sometimes than getting close up to (say) your favourite actor or rock 

star is a reflection of the band's absence from television interviews in the 

UK. Paddy probably had more French than UK television appearances during the 

launch of "Jordan: The Comeback" and the tour.  He admits to giving away 

his Michael Jackson concert tickets only days before the "Bad" gig fro this 

reason.  His theory was proved right after his head-to-head with Warren 

Beatty last year. After all, there are actors and there are stars.

Having sported various guises such as circus ringmaster, biker and even 

Manhattan sophistocrat, Paddy McAloon hides away penning and imagining the 
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next "project", as they are becoming known.  Beard or moustache? Long or 

short hair? Leathers or waistcoat? You can be sure when he surfaces that you'll

be surprised, even gob-smacked!  Is our maestro emulating that Tin Man Mr. 

Bowie? (more faces than Phil Cool in a hall of mirrors.) That's my 

personal oversight of the situation.

Still, the public may vote with their individual tastes but CBS will look at 

the bottom line.  However, it's that laid-back and low-key attitude which 

has also stimulated much interest in the past. I suppose it's "cool"!

Don't get me wrong on any of the points I've raised above as I am perfectly 

happy with the Prefab Product to date. I just wonder what the non-sprout 

public interpret from the packaging. It would be interesting to know how Protest

Songs sold in comparison to other albums, as it was released without promotion.

John Birch

(taken from the ROLLMO! fanzine, issue 8, April 1991)

*****************************************************************************

From: Brent Aliverti <brenta@microsoft.com>

Subject: RE: Prefab Sprout Survey

>>NAME:

>Brent Aliverti

>

>>HOW YOU GOT INTO PREFAB SPROUT:

Local radio used to play "When Love Breaks Down" back in the 80's.

Worked in a record store from '85 to '89, and regularly played the first

two albums.  When I bought my first CD player back in 87 or 88, "Two

>Wheels Good" was one of the first ten CDs I bought.

>

>>FAVORITE ALBUM:

I would have to flip a coin...Heads: Steve McQueen/Two Wheels Good,

Tails: Jordan: The Comeback

>

>>FAVORITE SONG(S):

Appetite, Horsin' Around, Cars and Girls, Nightingales, We Let the Stars

>Go, Jesse James Bolero/Symphony

>

>>LEAST FAVORITE SONG:

I know this is a cop-out, but I have to pass on this.  They're all great

>at one time or another.

>

>>OTHER BANDS/ARTISTS YOU DIG:

David Sylvian, Bill Pritchard, Kate Bush, The Go-Betweens, Not Drowing,

>Waving, My Friend the Chocolate Cake, Jane Siberry, The Dream Academy

>

>>MISC:

I run a Bill Pritchard web discography at

http://www.serve.com/brenta/billprit/.  I think fans who enjoy Prefab
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may be some of the same who would appreciate Bill.  Unfortunately, much

>of his stuff is out-of-print, great as it may be.

*****************************************************************************

From: Lance Wright <lancew@best.com>

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout Newsletter-7

NAME:  Lance Andre Wright

HOW YOU GOT INTO PREFAB SPROUT:

I heard them on LIVE 105 in San Francisco, and hearing that Thomas Dolby 

was involved, I decided to buy Jordon.  From there, I hunted down the 

remaining titles; I bought Langley Park in Santa Cruz, CA, Protest Songs 

in Munich, Germany, Swoon in Los Gatos, and Two Wheels in San Jose, CA.     

FAVORITE ALBUM:  Two Wheels Good.  It dealt with such human qualities, 

such as infidelity, regrets, and lies... It's great that Paddy and Co. 

can evoke such strong feelings from these subjects.

FAVORITE SONG(S): Bonny (regrets), The Ice Maiden (pining for someone), 

Life of Surprises (My personal anthem), Nightingales (Live life, as it 

is your song).

LEAST FAVORITE SONG: It used to be Faron Young, but now it's The Golden 

Calf. 

OTHER BANDS/ARTISTS YOU DIG:

Ultravox, Madredeux, Thomas Dolby, Midge Ure, Kevin Gilbert (RIP).

MISC:

I can't wait for the new stuff... and I hope they decide to tour in the 

US sometime before I move to Germany.

****************************************************************************

From: John Lane <jal@iastate.edu>

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout Newsletter-7

>NAME: John Lane

>

>HOW YOU GOT INTO PREFAB SPROUT: My younger brother got into 'em first, and

truly tried to convert me, but at the time I thought they were a bit too

peppy and slick. He made several mixtapes in which he'd sprinkle Sprout

songs on them, and I'd fastforward past. It wasn't until I got a strange yen

to hear them and give them a 2nd chance that I was hooked, when I just

bought "Best of" on CD on a lark. And that sealed my love of their music--

there's depth, beauty, intricacy, the stuff that pulls at one's soul.

>

>FAVORITE ALBUM: I like them all equally...however, each album seems to

compliment a mood or a period of life that I'm going through at a certain

time. So it's always shifting, my preference. Right now I'm on a JORDAN
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kick, for I agree with Thomas Dolby's quote (paraphrasing) that this album

should be in a museum or library as a work of art.

>

>FAVORITE SONG(S): Jesse James Bolero, Cruel, Technique, Green Isaac, Don't

Sing --- ALL OF THEM!

>

>LEAST FAVORITE SONG: Well, alright, I have no least favorite, but I do have

a least favorite line in a song, "...but God if he's smooching with you..."

which always makes my skin crawl. Sorry.

>

>OTHER BANDS/ARTISTS YOU DIG: Beatles (#1), Frank Black, Pixies, XTC,

Squeeze, Brian Wilson (and Beach Boys), Donald Fagen, John Coltrane, Oscar

Peterson, Glenn Gould, The Smithereens, Joe Jackson, The Quadrophone.

>

*****************************************************************************

From: "Niels Chr. Krieger Lassen" <niels.c.k.lassen@risoe.dk>

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout Newsletter-7

Dear Ryan,

Thanks for adding me to your list of Prefab-fans!

Here's some answers:

NAME:

Niels Christian Krieger Lassen

(apperently the second Dane on this list)

HOW YOU GOT INTO PREFAB SPROUT:

First heard them on a local radio station ("The Voice", Copenhagen) 

where one particular DJ played their "When love breaks down" 

regularly. The quality of the song was evident and I went out to buy 

"Steve McQueen" (UK-import) at a record shop with imports. This 

(now) classic record was first to be released in Denmark several 

years later...

FAVORITE ALBUM:

Steve McQueen or Jordan...

Protest Songs comes in third

FAVORITE SONG(S):

*Moving the river

*Til the Cows come home

*Cars and Girls

LEAST FAVORITE SONG:

*Hey Manhattan!
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OTHER BANDS/ARTISTS YOU DIG:

The Beatles,Beach Boys,Led Zep.,Pink Floyd/Roger Waters,

The Sundays,Suede,Nirvana,Radiohead,Massive Attack...

just to mention a few covering a wide spectrum

MISC:

Can't wait to put my hands on the upcoming masterpiece.......

Looking forward to hearing news from this front

Niels

****************************************************************************

From: Per-Axel.Gjores@mc.hik.se (Per-Axel Gjores)

Subject: Re: Prefab Sprout Intro/Update - Aug. 1st

Prefab Sprout questionnaire from Kalmar/Sweden:

>NAME:

Per-Axel Gjores

>

>HOW YOU GOT INTO PREFAB SPROUT:

>

Saw them on The Tube in their video "I can't sing" and I felt "Wow, this is=

=20

great!". I ran down to the small import specialist record shop and bought=20

everything from Kitchenware that I could get my hands on. The rest is=

 history.

>FAVORITE ALBUM:

All their albums are favourites to me but if I really have to choose one=20

special album, it has to be "From Langley Park to Memphis".

>FAVORITE SONG(S):

The same as above but even harder: all songs (almost) are favourite ones to=

=20

me, but again if I have to choose it'll be "Nightingales". Ask me tomorrow=

=20

and you'll get another answer.

>

>LEAST FAVORITE SONG:

"Golden Calf"

>OTHER BANDS/ARTISTS YOU DIG:
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Momus, YMO, Gentle Giant, Underworld, Peter Gabriel, Gangway, Thomas Dolby,=

=20

Grass Show, Bill Nelson, Chris Rainbow...........

and a couple of hundred more

>

>MISC:

I want the new Sprout album now!!

--------------------------------

****************************************************************************

From: Stephen Bennett <S.Bennett@uea.ac.uk>

Subject: questions?

NAME:

Stephen Bennett

HOW YOU GOT INTO PREFAB SPROUT:

Heard them on Radio one UK when Thomas Dolby was reviewing the new 

singles of the week!

FAVORITE ALBUM:

I guess it has to be Jordan, really, but I love them all. I 

especially like the underproduced nature of Swoon & protest songs.

FAVORITE SONG(S):Hard! Cruel, Dublin......

LEAST FAVORITE SONG:

Easy 'If you don't love me' All 200000 versions  baaad!

OTHER BANDS/ARTISTS YOU DIG:

American Music Club, Blue Nile, XTC, early proggy stuff, Trashcan 

Sinatras, Boo Hwerdine & Bible, new Britpop....

MISC:

New album needed NOW!:-))))

Cheers

Stephen Bennett

Composer,sound design & one-off CD manufacture

01603 504461

*****************************************************************************

From brenta@microsoft.com  

Subject: Looking for "Protest Songs" CD
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(Hi Ryan.  Can you post this to the list?  Thanks!)

My vinyl copy of Protest Songs needs to be retired.  Does anyone have a

spare CD of this they would like to sell, or know of one for sale?

(CDEurope lists it, but it could take a while if I go through them).

Thanks!

>Brent

****************************************************************************

Prefab Sprout Mailing List Questionnaire

NAME:

HOW YOU GOT INTO PREFAB SPROUT:

FAVORITE ALBUM:

FAVORITE SONG(S):

LEAST FAVORITE SONG(S):

OTHER BANDS/ARTISTS YOU DIG:

MISC:

****************************************************************************
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